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NEXT MONTHS
THEMES:

POST OFFICE

BEACH

SENSES

CHILDREN'S CHOICE 

UP NEXT:
Next month we will be writing to pen pals in a care

home. This is very thoughtful from the children as care
home residents would have been isolated for a long
period of time, just like some of us, and haven't had

the opportunity to speak with many people. 
We will be learning lots about the beach, not only

about sandcastles and swimming but how the beaches
got there in the first place. Was it magic? Was it

erosion? Who knows?
The children will be exploring their senses by touching,
tasting and smelling. How senses are heightened when
someone is blind or deaf and all about taste buds and

how everyone's are different. 



ACTIVITIES WE HAVE BEEN UP TO THIS
MONTH

WHAT WE LEARNT ABOUT: EASTER, MUSIC,
MAY DAY AND EARTH DAY.

The start of April was Easter so our holiday club was fully booked
and the children all loved learning about Easter, why we celebrate
it and doing lots of fun Easter activities. This included Easter egg
hunts, pin the tail on the bunny and bunnies and burglars. This
game was very popular with the children and they didn't want to
stop playing it! The teachers even went against the children and
they still beat us!
Our second week of the holidays was Music themed. The children
enjoyed hunting for musical instruments hidden around the school
and learning about new instruments they hadn't heard of before.
Each morning, the children painted to a different genre of music
and was interesting to hear what the children's music tastes were!
Some liked pop and others were into rock and country music. It's
safe to say there was a lot of Just Dance, musical statues and
dancing involved! They made their own shakers and there was lots
of noisy messy play involved.
The children got thoroughly stuck into Earth Day. We started by
colouring our own Earth on plates and these lovely designs are
now hanging up in our classroom. The club decided to do a litter
pick, which the children were not so pleased about, however, once
they got started, they absolutely loved it and got carried away
picking up 2 full bin bags. They have even asked if we can do
another litter pick! We ended the week plating seeds in the quad
so we are now waiting for them to grow.
Lastly, May Day was a fun week. Lots of Morris dancing and May
Pole dancing (which got a bit tangled) and learning about why
and when they celebrate May Day. Did you know they get up at
5am to watch the sunrise to play instruments and dance?

SOME OF NEXT
MONTHS SNACKS

INCLUDE:

BEANS ON TOAST

HAM WRAPS

EGGY BREAD

 


